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ABSTRACT
A workshop designed to investigate the development of

guidelines and recommendations for ways to assist foreign students in
the United States to return and fulfill needed roles in their
countries of origin was held in October 1974. This report discusses
the deliberations and conclusions of discussion groups, combining
these with relevant excerpts from papers presented as supplementary
material. Emphasis is placed on the problem of reentry; an inventory
of reentry problems; preparation for reentry; content of transition
seminars; details of program planning; evaluation and follow-up; and
recommendations for the future. Recommendations suggest: (1) Bring
together representatives cf some of the current transition-type
programs to develop the content and format of transition-type
programs to develop the lengths; (2) Establish a national
clearinghouse for sharing information about on-going reentry
transition programs, their impact, and innovative program ideas; (3)

Add "reentry - transition" as a topic to the National Association for
Foreign student Affairs Field Service Consultant's Manual; and (4)
Provide field service training grants and workshop funds to stimulate
interest in reentry-transition programs. (MJM)
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INTRODUCTION

Institutions of higher education in the United States have
long been concerned for the adjustment of entrants into the life
of these institutions. Extensive and sometimes involved "orienta-
tion programs" are arranged, more or less effectively introducing
newcomers to university life. Recognizing the particular needs
of students from other cultures, special efforts are made by some
institutions to provide an introduction to American culture and
education as well as to the institution itself. In order to aid
schools in designing such programs, the National Association for
Foreign Student Affairs (NAFSA) has one section of its Guidelines
dealing with "initial Orientation of Foreign Students." In the
introduction, this publication notes two things: (1) "From the
moment that the institution accepts a foreign student, it assumes...
responsibility" for preparing the student to "function effectively,
comfortably, and with reasonable success..." and (2) "the newly
arrived foreign student should have...long-term, continuous orienta-
tion."'

But how "long -term, continuous" should this orientation be?
How far does the institution's responsibility for the "effective
functioning" of the student extend? Does it relate to what he does
when he returns home, making the transition from his education in
the united States to his professional responsibilities in his home
country?

Only in comparatively recent years have there been expressions
of concern about the product of American higher education when stu-
dents return to their home countries to put into practice what they
hopefully have learned during their heavy investments of time, money,
and - what is more difficult to label or measure - "adjustment energy."
Students and trainees sponsored by the United States government have
undergone "debriefings" and a few institutions and organizations have
sponsored what have been most commonly known as pre-departure activities
(e.g., michiaan State University in cooperation with the Agency for
International Development, the Institute of International Education, and
the Mohonk Consultations). Utile information about the existence and
content of transition programs has been broadly organized and dissemina-
ted, however.

It was to find out about "where we are" and "where we ought to be
1.1ine that a re-entry - transition workshop was convened by The Academic
Af4aIr5 Conference of Midwestern Universities in cooperation with the
Ar)PiarSA Liaison Committee and the Johnson Foundation at the Foundation's
conference center, Wingspread, October 15-17, 1974. The conference had
as its stated pu-pose the development of "guidelines and recommendations
'or wivs to assist foreign students in the United States to return and
'ulfill needed roles in their countries of origin."
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Because the workshop group was dealing with a concept still
undergoing definition, a variety of terms was used, reviewed, re-
vised, discarded did sometimes re-used to describe the re-entry -
transition process. As noted earlier, such programs had often
been described as "pre-departure", but such a term applied more
to the timing of programs rather than to their content or purpose.
The word "transition" seemed to emerge as perhaps most descriptive
of the experience and least limiting in application to a variety of
programs. Dr. El-Ayouty's opening address gave added dimension to
the re-entry idea by referring to it as a process of resumption) a
reintegration, of giving and receiving on the part of the returnee.

Three papers were prepared and sent in advance to conferenca
participants: The Establishment of Re-entr /Transition Seminars for
Overseas Sojourners by Richard Brislin, Research Associate, Culture
Leern'ng Institute of the East-West Center, Intercultural Adaptation:
Resocialization versus Reacculturation? by Alfred Opubor, Associate
Professor and Director of the African Studies Center for Michigan
State University, and An Inventory of Transition Programs compiled by
Frank Sehnert, formerly Foreign Student Adviser and currently a
researcher in the area of transitional experiences, Southern Illinois
University. All three writers attended the workshop. An opening ad-
dress, "Re-entry and Reintegration," was given by Dr. Yassin El-Ayouty,
Senior Political Affairs Officer of the United Nations and Adjunct
Professor of African and Middle Eastern Studies at the State University
of New York in Stony Brook. Following this, the ramainder of the work-
hot) consisted of discussion by six groups of about eight participants

each, of three goals which had been set by the conference planning com-
mittee:

Goal I. Development of guidelines for the planning and implemen-
tation of national, regional, or institutional re-entry - transition
conferences, seminars, or consultations for international students.

Goal II. Initiation of a coordinated national effort to stimulate,
encourage and implement the development of re-entry - transition con-
ferences in the United States.

Goll III. Identification of specific problems and needs within
the transitional experiences of international students which warrant
major attention (such as: transition curriculum, home country employment,
post- transition relationships, institutional interest and support).

The report will discuss the deliberations and conclusions of these
iisc,,ssion groups, combining these with relevant excerpts fro(' papers
prepared for the conference as well as other% presented as supplementary
-aterial. A summary of principal conference recommendations appears at
the conclusion.
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CONFERENCE DICUSSION

Po-entry: A Problem?

The concept of culture shock, which has been defined as
perwnality maladjustment in reaction to temporarily unsuccessful
ottempts to adjust to new surroundings and people, has long been
recognized. In in article written for Exchange, entitled "Can
lhey (lo Home Again?"2, 1r. Brislin, with co-author H. Van Buren IV,
p ,ints out that recent research suggests that a person who has been
moc.t 5uccessful in adjusting to a new culture may be the worst at
r.adjusting to his old culture. Regardless of degree, many students
returning home experience a sense of disorientation and strangeness -
,a kind of reverse culture shock. nr. Opubor's conference paper re-
fer-fed to this a., re-tgitt/ shock. 3oth works agree that such ex-
periences have a two-fold cause: change in the home environment
Juring the period of the individual's absence and change within the
individual himself as a consequence of his stay abroad.

Some of the discussion groups expressed concern over using the
term "problem" to refer to re-entry experiences, noting that some
pr,lblems, so called, are normal for any move from role to role. The
positive values of the adjustment process must be noted. Dr. El-
AYouv's address warned against regarding re-entry experiences as
traumatic, pointing out that this attitude may be subtly paternalistic,
based on both a false exaltation of foreign education and misconceptions
of the resources of the "Third World."

with these precautions in mind, however, there was general agree-
ment that some disorientation to home culture will very possibly take
place and that there is therefore value in providing opportunity for
what Janis has referred to as "the work of worrying,"3 i.e., preparing
fir potentially stressful events. Whether Or not students perceive
the potential problems may be another question, however. Brislin's
experience in conducting re-entry seminars at the East-West Center was
that while many students feel a lack of need for a seminar before it
.)ccurs, they are convinced of its worth afterward. Previous partici-
pants have written letters following their return, indicating that
content from the seminars have come back to them later when they have
experienced problems.

An Inv3ntory of Re-entry Problems

As a demonstration that students do indeed anticipate certain con-
cerns about returning and to sugyest tne general nature of these, Dr.
"ctleza Asuncion-Lande, one of the Wingspread participants, shared with
tag we -rkshop an inventory originally developed by e group of foreign
;-)luate students within six months of terminating their U.S. academic
oxrerience. 4
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Inventory of Re-entry Problems

I. C.Iltural adjustment
a. Identity problem
b. Insecurity
c. Adjustment to changes in life style
d. Adjustment to a pervasive quality of envy and distrust

in interpersonal relations
e. Adjustment to the localiteness (sic) of kin and friends
f. Adjustment to a daily work routine
g. Family or community pressure to conform
h. No problem
i. Other

2. Social adjustment
a. Adjustments from individualism of U.S. life to familism

(conformity and submission to the demands of family) in
home country

b. Colonial mentality
c. Feelings of superiority due to international experience

and travel
d. Lack of amenities which were a part of U.S. existence
e. Uncertainties in interpersonal relations
f. Social alienation as a result of foreign sojourn
g. Dissatisfaction with ritualized patterns of social inter-

action
h. Frustration as a result of conflicting attitudes
i. No problem
j. Other

3. Linguistic barriers
a. Adoption of verbal/non-verbal codes which are not familiar

to countrymen
b. Adoption of certain speech mannerism which may be misinter-

preted by countrymen
c. Absence of colleagues who speak the same code as returnee
d. Unfamiliarity with new forms of communication or styles of

expression
e. No problem
f. Other

4. National and political problems
a. Changes in political conditions
b. Shifts in national priorities/policies
c. Shift in political views
d. Political climate not conducive to professional activity
e. Political climate not conducive to professional advancement
f. Dissatisfaction with political situation
g. Observed lack of national goals
h. Politicization of office or colleagues
i. Changes in bureaucratic leadership
j. No problem
k. Other
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5. Educational prohlems
a. Inability to reconcile aspects of U.S. education to

education in home country
b. Relevance of education to home situation
c. Fulfillment of objectives in coming to U.S.
d. Aspects of U.S. education which are least helpful

to returnee
e. Lack of facilities and resources for research
f. Wrong expectations

q. Failure to improve skills
h. Absence of professional education programs to keep

up with new developments or knowledge,

i. No problem
j. Other

6. Professional problems
a. Inability to work in chosen specialty
b. Placement in inappropriate field
c. Facing a glutted job market
d. S'..'entific terminology in U.S. studies which are not

subject to adequate translation into the native language
e. Inability to communicate what was learned
f. Resistance to change by co-workers

q. Feeling of superiority due to U.S. training
h. Non-recognition of U.S. degree
i. Jealousy of colleagues
j. Low compensation
k. High expectations
I. Isolation from academic and scientific developments in

U.S. or in own field
m. Perceived lack of enthusiasm and/or commitment among co-

workers
n. Concern with quick material success

o. No problem

P. Other

The workshop groups felt that Asuncion-Lande's inventory encom-

passed most of the academic, professional, social, and cultural areas

pctential problems. Both El-Ayouty's address and Opubor's paper

noted subtle aspects of both problems and their solutions relating

to these specific problem areas. Both men called into question the

assump+ion that foreign students would "automatically" serve as change

agents upon their return. As Opubor noted, the student may have been

specifically sent to acquire specific skills and therefore if he is

"encouraged to perceive himself as an initiator of policy, then he is

t.ound to be disappointed, he is bound to experience role shock, and

he consequent re-entry shock" which such a discrepancy in perceptions

will bring. El-Ayouty, in commenting on the false assumption of in-

stant leadership, pointed out that the newly arrived individual, whether

ho is native or foreign, is looked upon by society as a "receiver"

r3the- than a "donor."
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p4per went far to to suggest the inevitability that

the foreign ,,tudent will t, "something of a deviant" in both host
in! home culture. He concluded: "The most edifying choice for
the individual, and the goal of all constructive strategy, is how
to ',mice the individual a responsible deviant."

i21-.ajration for Re-entry: A Continuing Process

Perhaps no single idea was emphasized by the workshop groups
more strongly than that re-entry transition cannot be thought of
merely in terms of the termination of students' academic experiences.
It is a continuing process. Dr. El-Ayouty suggested that it starts
even so early as the application for admission to the institution.
more than one of the discussion groups thought it should t9 con-
sidered as begirt' .3 with the choice of the school itself. The
'.suggestion was ms that an "itinerant seminar" e' educational
planners from the United States (host country) visit sending countries
in order to explore bases for selection of students, to help train
in methods of selection, and to establish contacts for continuing
communication. Such a group miglit also help to clarify, for govern-
ments and counseling centers abroad, understanding of higher education
in the United States. On the individual institutional level, it was
thought to be vital that prospective students be given as detailed
a picture as possible of what that institution offers in course work
and training.

Once the student from overseas has been accepted and begins
what should be a carefully chosen study program, two areas of his
experience call for particular attention. One of these is outside
his academic program; it is the ensuring of maximum contact with his
home country through consulates, U.N. missions, trade or cultural
lroups, etc. It is obvious that the sending country, perhaps stimu-
13ted by either the individual or the host institution, mush assume
the responsibility for this area. In situations where students from
a country are located in geographically far-flung institutions, this
eduires more deliberate planning than in major metropolitan centers.
Cuch agents may serve the dual purposes of maintaining a sense of
reality about the student's role upon his return and serving as a
culture link for values which may be lost too easily in the process of
sc-callel adjustment to U.S. society. That link with home may be en-
hanced, sungested El-Ayouty, if the student, early in his stay, is made
4o feel a sense of personal responsibility for contributions to his

cpurtry based on educational experience.

the second of these areas of special concern is the relevance of
",e program of studies to the role the student is expected to fill
4°:en he returns home. Clearly, tailor-making all programs to indivi-
:Jai -eeds, part;cularly in large schools or departments, is not a
ealis4ic expectation. To the extent that faculty advisers or indi-
vi!ull professors can gear aspects of course work or perhaps thesis

pr research projects to the anticipated vocational role, the

6
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Oulont may begin here to prepare for his responsibilities.
` ;uch a willingness on the part of faculty members is more
likely in those who themselves have worked, studied or taught
overseas, but their active involvement in programs dealing
with e-entry - tran%ition may also give them insight. Perhaps
al,,o through guidance regarding the practical training experience,
the 5tudent may be aided in exploring manpower needs and the con-
sequent job market at home. In any case, academic adviser, foreign
student adviser, or both, must help the student extract principles
of utility from the educations' experience, or, in El-Ayouty's
words, to transform knowledge into transmittable skills. After all,
as one group noted and as was vividly illustrated by Dr. El-Ayouty
in the case of a physician who did not have access to some of the
complex and sophisticated equipment found in sane urban U.S. hospi-
tal,;, tho returnee quite possibly will have to adapt what he has
learned to whatever resources may be available locally.

he wog ;. ,hop ...,ups discussed programs of varying length and
content which be held either on campuses or in regional centers,
w;th the former preferred because local programs could be more speci-
fic and relevant. A later section of this report deals with some
;uidelines for such programs. It was emphasized by the discussion
croups that preparation for such programs must of necessity identify
both the "felt needs" of current students and the actual concerns
experienced by those who had already returned home. Another important
consideration before embarking on specific plans is the question of
whether the potential participants are sponsored or non-pponsored.
It was felt that the needs of the former group might be much more
speci#;,-, wh:,e .he !atter might have a far broader spectrum of
concerns, parricularly in vocational areas.

Cr,nsideration was given to transition seminars which would be held
durino the semester prior to departure and given course credit. Apart
from noting that an outstanding advantage to this approach would be
the motivational factor (as well as adding an element of academic
respectability), the workshop participants felt that this could not be
considered in any detail since it was so clearly a question of local
institutional policy. Brislin's paper commented on the advantages of
formal credit: "Students can easily adopt the view that since the
seminar is not listed as an established entity in the college catalogue,
then if should he considered as a second-class opportunity," He
suggested that such a seminar might be of'ered through a given depart-
ment, such as psychology, sociology, educaiion or anthropology, in
the form of directed ,-eadings, research or independent study. In order
to :lin administrative -.eproval and support, seminars would have to
he "r.%ilned around soliu, academic content."

Content of .ransition Seminars

What of e:ontent for seminars, Livvond the obvious necessity of
'raking certain that they are related to actual and felt needs of
returnees and the attempt to build them around relevant and legitimate
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exadomic content in order to offer credit? Although it was
genordlly agreed by the discussion groups ihat broadly applicable
skocific content is difficult to recommend., some general areas
may be, suggested, which could then be modified on the basis of
the expressed needs and specific cnaracteristics of the partici-
pant,. (e.g. level dnd field of study, sponsorship). Brislin's
article in Ex0ange,5 suggests some general area) of concern.
These are (1) family and personal relationships in returning home;
(2) issues which would be problematic over a short, rather than a

long, period of time, su.:h as readjustment to certain customs;
() problem,. involved in returning to, or beginring, a Job and re-

Idtionships with professional colleagues; (4) difficulties arising
our of return to non-western perspectives on life. The East-West
Center seminar about which Brislin was writing makes use of role-
playing techniques. Both he and one of the workshop groups recom-
mended the use, in transition seminars, of case studies from
actual experiences of returnees.

A guiding principle for content, as well as reason for establish-
ment, of transition seminars is, according to Brislin, the "work of
worry" concept noted earlier. His pre-conference paper posits that
"when people prepare for unpleasant, aversive events that could occur
in the future, the impact of those aversive events is much less severe
than if the people did not prepare. The preparatio can take the form
of thinking through or role-playing) what might happen in the future.
Such a procedure forces the individual to gather new information, to
plan for different courses of action contingent upon various aspects
of the future event..."

Another discussion group z.uggested some rather specific content
which would be of universal concern - the process of job application.
This would involve information about national needs, how to apply
what has been learned to those needs, and how to communicate his
capacities to the returnee's potential employers.

One of the suggestions made by a group regarding possible content
was that seminars might be arranged either by, or in cooperation with,
3 professional organization, along the lines of a specific field of
study This obviously would not be a local program but might draw
together from various parts of the United States graduate students
near the end of their study program. Such a group could discuss topics
of common professional interest together with implications for trans-
ition. One workshop participant - a faculty member in the field -
cited international economics as a possible topic in this category.

A w37 of determining content for transition is to look at the
^b Active in terms of desired results in the characteristics of
returnees. In an article appearing in Topics of Culture Lear-n.121,6

:;1-e,Then Bochner theorized that overseas sojourners become more open
ari broad-minded as a result of their experience. He suggested the
concept of "med'zring men", referring to people who are able to pro -
' de 3 1:nk between cultures since they understand their own and

ore in which they have lived. In an area in which "globality"

8
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on the part of at !east some in our population sews highly

desirable, not indeed essential, this might well be a goal
in transition seminar planning.

In 1957, the late Donald Tewksbury, who was Professor of
International Education at Teachers College, Columbia University,
listed what he saw as the "Characteristics of a Mature International
Person." Dospite the obvious alteration in the circumstances sur-
rounding certain items (e.g. number 14) and the somewhat dated
nature of some of the terminology, much of his description seemed
currently relevant to many of the workshop participants. Dr. Tewks-

bury's list of characteristics describe the mature international
person as one who:

I. Has deep, active, and successful roots in one's own
culture

2. Has examined objectively the strength:: and weaknesses
of his own culture

3. Is eager to consider seriously what other peoples think
of his culture

4. Is not too sensitive about criticism of his own culture

5. Is able, in traveling, to identify with other peoples
and to listen and learn from them

6. Is not afflicted with a "plumbing complex" toward people

in technologically underdeveloped countries

7. Has experienced and passed beyond the stage of "culture

shock" in relation to cultures that differ sharply from

his own

8. Has personal and friendly relations with a number of per-

sons from other countries on a long-term basis

9. Has international friends in one's own specialized pro-

fession or occupation

10. One with whom persons from other countries can be frank

and in whom they may have confidence

li. Can discuss other cultures without bringing in name-calling,

stereotyping, and extreme categorization

12. Has found "multiple securities" in many coun: ies as well

as a primary.security in one's own country

13. Is actively corcerned with promoting the exchange of con-

tributions between one's own and other countries



14. Is able to discuss the Soviet Un!on ard Communist
China calmly

15. Is thoroughly familiar with and actively supports
the United Nations and its specialized agencies

16. Is an active member of at least one of the thousand
private international organizations at work in the
world

17. Has examined his own motivations for being international-
minded, and also the nature of his internationalism

18. Has an elementary familiarity with the family of languages
and sees his own language as one member of this family

19. Does not wish to make over other people and cultures in
his own image

20. Can for the moment become another person and enter empa-
thetically into the thoughts and feelings of other people

21. Finds it natural and satisfying to live as a member of
the "family of man" because he has experienced the common
bonds that unite people of different cultures.

From all of the above comments, it is clear that whether content
is general or specific and whatever may be the outcome of the seminars,
the process of planning for them must be the work of more than one
individual, department or agency. Input regarding content must come
from many sources. The workshop emphasized, as has been noted, the
importance of students themselves in identifying needs. Case histories,
as stated, would be drawn from the reported experiences of returnees.
In an earlier section, the vital role both students and the home govern-
ment play in maintaining contact was also emphasized. To highlight
and reinforce the importance of alumni, one group recommended the de-
velopment of systematic programs among returnees which would specific-

assFst transition program planners in learning about needs which
have been experienced. The recommendation further encouraged continu-
ing contact with the university and with university personnel traveling
abroad. Faculty and staff working or traveling overseas might be able
to interview returnees regarding their adjustment at home.

Another source for adding to program content may be the newly-arrived
for,iin student. Brislin's paper suggested that "if there is overlap
between the time periods" when seminars for both the new and the depart-
in.1 students are held, "there can be joint sessions. The incoming stu-
Jents can explain to the returnees how thirgs are back home, what changes
have taken place, what the political situation is like, and so forth...
)n the ether hand, the returnees can provide the incoming students with
v31Jable information, lessons ;earned from 'war stories,' places to
'rea,ent and places to avoid, names of helpful people, advice on aca-
1ersic coursework, and so forth." The East-West Center, the University

Toxas and the University of Kansas have planned initial orientation

IO
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AnA trint,itHn programs to overlap in such a way as to provide
t.)r this sharing opportunity.

',everal group!, reiterated the importance of involving sponsors
of ..tudent,, in Loth the planning of transition programs and their
evaluative follow-up. Sponsoring agencies may, for their own
purposes, maintain contact with returnees who have been under their
auw;c.e.,. The.,e contacts could be used in cooperation with regional

c planner% to feed in program suggestions based on the
rvturnoeS/ experiences after some period of time at home.

1.) know what is needed and to evaluate what has been done are
rhaps most critical in planning content in transition seminars.

In order trl accomplish these ends, two furthar specific - and prob-
Jhlv inter-related - recommendations were male by discussion groups.
One wa,; that an information network for re-entry/transition programs
be forme] in order to share processes of program development, inno-
vatHns, evalua'ions, and sample programs.

A ,,econd recommendation, which perhaps formalizes or structures
to 4.ir-;ti is that a national clearinghouse be established for the
i-pose of sharing information on ongoing re-entry/transition programs

in! thoir impact. It was felt that this latter project might be
mi'5t effectively carried out through the organizational connections
)# '4Ai(;A.

%;Ple '.'etails of Program Planning

Although content is central to any transition program, the effec-
tive conveying of that content is critically affected by numerous
.letails which require attention. Brislin's conference paper dealt
with many of these, based on his East-West Center experience, and the
workshop groups discussed both these and others which seemed important.

The very planning group itself should receive careful attention.
Brislin suggested that it be composed of no more than five people for
the obvious reason that more will only multiply the potential dis-
3greements on procedure. While keeping this possible result in mind,
it is, however, important that several elements of the population be
involved in the planning, if only by solicitation of ideas through
1!..estionnaires or consultation. Some examples of these may be: student
Darticipants, faculty, administration, home and host governments,
s:onsoring agencies, service groups (e.g. Rotary), multinational corpor-
Itions (who represent potential employers), and other possible funding
,ources such as professional organizations or U.S. government agencies.

7h;),-,e who actually serve on the committee may derive a particular benefit
frev." their process of planning together, so they may wish to go off the

cirT.:s (if this involves a single institution's program) for a day or

%,4-) in order to develop themselves as a group.

paper commented on the implications of the fact that a

his to compete with many other activities in which students might
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enqage before going home. The timing of transition seminars is
critical, since the motivation of a sense of need is lacking if

the program is held too early and minds are distracted by imme-
diate necessities if the seminar is 4-44o close to actual departure
time. For maximum impact, Brislin continued, a one-to three-day
seminar should probably be held within three months of departure
time. The East-West Center has found it worth the cost, in order
to achieve optimal attendance, to budget three extra days for
its grantees to attend a seminar right after final examinations.
Thus the pressure of academic responsibilities is off and the
final flurry of activity has not yet begun. The workshop dis-
cussion grams, in their considerations, reinforced this idea
regarding timing.

Now long should a seminar be? There was general consensus
ttidt length would vary according to content, timing, location, and
the nature of the participants. A general rule-of-thwab might be
the one-to three-day period suggested above. Some, however, thought
a three to five-dc., period would be better suited to the "work-of-
worry" process, in order to allow for the dynamics of the group to
develop.

In answer to the question of where seminars might best be held,
there was again general agreement that, in the case of individual
institutional programs, they should be held at some off-campus lo-
cation. Brislin pointed out that without such a removal from campus,
"t"e situational pressures of invitations from non-returnee friends,
need to go to the drugstore for a tube of toothpaste, and competition
from television take their toll on session attendance." Such defec-
tions not only detract from the seminar itself but the entire group
is affected.

Another possibility relating both to location and timing was
suggested by one of the groups. It would have the additional advantage
of lowering the cost factor. This was the idea that already existent
transition programs be strengthened and used as stopovers en route home
by carefully screened returnees from institutions throughout the country.
or example, the East-West Center would accept students returning to

Asia and the University of Texas program might be expanded to include
those headed for Central and South America. There would need to be con-
siieratle planning for and coordination of such efforts but this would
call :);;3in for a "national clearinghouse" or network referred to on
pi lo II.

An alternative to individual institutional programs which would
;.sin affect cost would be the use of current colloq:ial arrangements

i-on; several institutions in a metropolitan center. Such a regionally-
tasei program might, ir, addition to conserving money and personnel,
)11 )w f,-)n greater flexibility of groupings in the seminar (along the lines
,f, e.:. originating country or area of the world, professional field,
,,t1sr-ship, etc.).
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Tho question of structured (i.e. pre-planned) vs. non-
structured programs was raised. There seemed to be agreement
that some combination of apnroach would be most ideal. Brislin's
experience su;gested that it is important not to tell participants
dbo,Jt what problems they will have (which would be presumptuous,
on:how), but instead to present material examining the range of

that people moving between cultures might encounter.
the East-West Center also has added a session, which is designed
for each seminar by the participants themselves, which has little
structure. Such a session has multiple advantages. It actively
involves the participants and thus enhances their commitment to
the seminar. It should help to ensure current relevance. Planning
a cession can be a useful experience and may help the planners to
consider some of the transition issues while going through the
planning process. Finally, it can give an air of "relaxation" in
the midst of whatever structure may have been given to the seminar.

There are some physical details which need to be taken into
consideration in planning. Brislin illustrated some of these and
rightfully pointed out that failure in any one could be a "deterrent
to successful completion of otherwise well thought out programs."
Transportation, housing, and food all need to be carefully planned
1-1 nsonitored if participants are to be as free as
possible to get maximum value from the "higher things" of the seminar.

Evaluation and Follow-up

The report has repeatedly commented on the need for making certain
that in the establishment of re-entry/transition programs we are being
realistic and not setting up "strawman" problems. There is The
i-Imediate task of evaluating individual transition programs, in which
the participants provide the major "feedback." This must be done with
some delicacy, since it is too easy for those a;ked to evaluate to feel
they are somehow the subjects for an experiment. This feeling may be
lar:01/ dissipated by explaining that the comments made will be used
D make improvements in fiture seminars and that, indeed, the present
p-..),;ram is in part the result of earlier cirticism. It may be well to
;)Thi,le opportunity for both specific evaluation (e.g. the request to
rate individual sessions or the whole seminar along scales of usefulness

i^TortdrICe) and open-ended comment.

Te role that returnees play in this evaluative process has already
tseon ro4el. Not only may alumni be sent questionnaires or be interviewed

"nke-sitv personnel traveling overseas, but they might be called
;r1 a follow-up conference, in situations where it might be

:ally and geographically practical. Local government officials,
tlly those responsible for education and manpower needs, could

:2i'*:-.:s3te 3nd, by so doing, not only contribute useful information

1-I :_;i!)ice but in the process receive some subtle training for future
,)* students to study in the United States.
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the whole subject of evaluative follow-up could be undertaken
as a research project, especially by a returnee trained in social
science fields. One of the discussion groups called for some
major research efforts to determine what happens to individuals
in inter-cultural movement in roles and in organizational settings.
Research should deal not only with the experiences on first re-
entering the home country but longitudinally to see what happens
over a period of time. Opubor's paper made the observation that
in reaching judgements about his American experience, the student
needs to see how the "particular historical circumstances of the
United States have led to the creation of the American way of
life and American successes and failures." It is likewise vital
that the returnee use a similar historical framework for making
the inevitable comparisons with his own society. This is a
process which takes time and may not allow an early evaluation
of his study experience in the United States. Asuncion-Lande,
in recognition of this fact, sent her problem inventory to
participants in one of har seminars six months later for their
comments, indicating the changes in their perspectives which had
taken place after being home for some time.

AID, in its follow-up of grantees, takes cognizance of a basic
educational principle, that learning is demonstrated by behavior
change. Thus AID, through its overseas personnel, looks at pro-
ductive, observable, change or what we might call "on-the-job
performance." While this type of observation would be impracti-
cable for most institutions or agencies, it does ooint up the
importance of some objective data on the returnee's experience.
This could perhaps be obtained from employer or colleague by either
correspondence or interview carried out by university/agency per-
sonnel who may be i;1 the area.

SUMMARY: Where Do We Go from Here?

It was obvious I.', the workshop participants that they were
dealing with a subject of major concern tNat was, except for some
of the transition acivit:es referred to in this report, new ter-
ritory to be explored. The need should be obvious and the possi-
bilities for doing something about the need seem limitless. The
recommendations of the workshop groups offer some beginning direc-
tions, but hopefully the report will spur the reader to creative
thinking about still further possibilities. If a national clearing-
house, referred to earlier, is established, such new ideas might be
shared with all who are interested. Attention to the relevance of
students' academic experience and preparation for the application
of that experience is vital if we are concerned about the value of
.S. education to foreign students.

Although it would be neat and helpful to conclude this report
with a recommended model of re-entry - transition programs, it would
be ..7rernature at this stage of our communication and understandinn.
Thus a first step in providing specific guidelines for the establish-
-ert if transition programs was recommended at the workshop.

I4
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4epresentative5 of some of the principal ongoing transition pro-
gras should be brought together for the specific purpose of de-
vervinq the content and format, including teaching suggestions,
fir a three-day, five-day, or week-end seminar dealing with the
phenomenon of tr insition from the role of student in the United
e,trites to that c. professional in his home country. In addition
t() all the thouonts and suggestions of the Wingspread discussion
jruup5, th i plhining group should take into consideration the
Following: (I) seminars should be held at on-campus locations;
(2) the plans c ould include recommendations for implementation
ind evaluation. It was further recommended that the work of
this, planning group be made widely available.

Other conference recommendations related to publishing and
ii.,tributinq efforts, too. it was felt that the Wingspread con-
erence report itself should receive wide distribution to aca-
1emic and professional organizations and to the publications of
thv-,e grr)ups. The work of the planning group referred to above

lead to its inclusion in the NAFSA Field Service's Consultant's
"antral, to aid and encourage Field Service consultants in obtaining
informotion on presently existing programs and perhaps to stimulate
thinking about establishing new ones.

Because there are comparatively few university and agency per-
sonnel with expertise in the area of re-entry/transition programs,
the oiArSA Field Service might be asked to make use of some who have
tad experience to serve as consultants to institutions interested
in establishing transition programs. In another approach to
(,harirq what wisdom there is in the field, representatives of in-
terested institutions would be enabled to secure in-service training
1,3nts from the Field Service in order to visit one or more of the
ongoing programs.

Conferences have long been a means of sharing professional infor-
mation and several of the discussion groups recommended that a topic
or transition be included in national conferences of relevant pro-
fesiional organizations. NAFSA or the American Association of Collegiate
Qeqistrars and Admissions Officers (AACRAO) might include the subject
in their programs. After further development, this subject could
serve as the theme or cen',I work project of NAFSA regional conferences.

To te effective, the Wingspread conferees agreed, the efforts of
this workshop could be only a beginning, a stimulation to further ex-
;:lnrifion and planning and, as this section has outlined, some very

action. To know where we are in the field of transition pro-
:-ammirl, to :live careful consideration to some of the vital planning

aS out lined in this report, and to take active steps to inform
ir: :Ian - these will be the proof of the value of the workshop.
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

I. bring together representatives of some of the current tran-
';ition-type programs to develop the content and format of transi-
tion seminars of varying lengths. Distribute the results of the
work of this group as widely as possible.

2. Establish a national clearinghouse for sharing information
about ongoing re-entry - transition programs, their impact, and
innovative program ideas.

3. Add "re-entry - transition" as a topic to NAFSA Field Service
Consultant's Manual. The Field Service should make use of some
of the few current transition program specialists as consultants.

4. Provide Field Service training grants and workshop funds to
stimulate interest in re-entry - transition programs.

5. Encourage professional organizations to establish re-entry -
transition programs bringing together students of similar disci-
plines toward the end of their study period.

6. Develop contacts among alumni to assist transition program
planners in learning needs of returnees, perhaps in part through
university personnel traveling overseas.

7. Accumulate series of case histories of the re-entry process
and problems for use in planning and workshop sessions.

8. Create an "Itinerant Seminar" of educational planners to visit
sending countries in order to visit regional educational centers,
establish contacts between sending and receiving nations and help
to train in methods of selection of students.

9. Use the topic of re-entry - transition prOgrams in regional
and national conferences of NAFSA and other organizations in the
fieli of higher education.
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APPENDIX A

FOOTNOTES

I. "Initial Orientation of Foreign Students," Guidelines,
National Association for Foreign Student Affairs (Wa-
shington, D.C., 1966) p. I.

2. Richard W. Brislin and H. Van Buren IV, "Can they Go Home
Again?", Exchange, IX (Spring, 1974), p. 20.

3. I. Janis, Pschological Stress, John Wiley (New York, 1958).

4. The original inventory was compiled by a group of Mutual
Educational Exchange Program grantees participating in a

week-end workshop at the University of Texas-Austin in
August, 1973. That workshop was called the Janus Project.
Dr. Asuncion-Lande amplified the inventory for a similar
program held at the University of Kansas in August, 1974.

Both activities were conducted as a part of the orientation

program for incoming Mutual Educational Exchange grantees

which was arranged by I.I.E.

S. Brislin and Van Buren, loc. cit.

6. Stephen Bochner, "The Mediating Man and Cultural Diversity,"

Topics in Culture Learning, East-West Culture Institute
(Honolulu, 1973), pp. 23-37.
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